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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1. Background of the Study 

 

Hotel these days doesn’t only mean a place to stay, but has been 

experiencing growth rapid, both in terms of types of hotel, characteristics 

services and facilities that the hotel provided for the customers. Because 

there are so many hotel businesses in the world, therefore every hotel must 

compete to be better than the competitors. Every hotel must have their own 

standard in serve the customers based on their Standard Operating 

Procedure (SOP) to get satisfaction from the guests. 

In this era, with increasing competition and demand form 

customers, the service industry has been raising the standards of service for 

their customer needs and expectation. Front Office Department plays a 

significant role in creating the customer satisfaction and the first and last 

impression of the hotel to customers. The importance of front office 

department for service quality, customer satisfaction, loyalty, competitive 

advantage and organizational performance is highlighted in many theories. 

Front Office Department policies and practices directly influence employee 

knowledge, skills, abilities, attitude and behavior which are crucial for firm 

specific advantage 

Front Office Department is the center of activity in hotel industry 

into six sections. They are, Reception, Reservation, Information, Front 

Office Cashier, Telephone Operator, Concierge. Front Office Department 
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is the face of the hotel, their performance will determine how the customers 

is satisfied with the hotel. If the customers already had a good experience 

with the hotel, they will promote the hotel for their friends, and families to 

revisit the hotel, and it an important factor to satisfy customers satisfaction 

as well. 

Customer satisfaction is one of the important role in hotel industry. 

Customer satisfaction is a response from guests on the hotel performance 

that has been given in accordance with customer expectations. Customer 

satisfaction is a level where the needs, desires and expectations of customers 

can be met which will result in repeat purchases or continued loyalty. The 

importance of customer satisfaction for businesses is to maintain the long-

term viability of the business. Customer satisfaction is the company's 

benchmark for how things are going forward or there are even some things 

that must be changed because customers feel dissatisfied or disadvantaged. 

If the customers are not satisfied with the hotel services, they will have some 

complaint to the hotel or they will not stay in the hotel anymore in the future. 

To get the customers satisfaction, the hotel must give the best service 

to welcome and serve the customers. The hotel must have a good quality of 

service because a good quality of service will deserve to get the loyalty of 

the customers. Quality of service is a unique phenomenon, because the 

dimensions and indicators can differ between the people involved in the 

ministry. To overcome the differences above what should be used as a 

guideline is the basic nature of the implementation of health 
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services, which meets the needs and demands of service users. Service 

quality refers to the level of service excellence in meeting the needs and 

guidelines of each customers. 

A creation by Trans Corporation, it is a sophisticated blend of 

Indonesian tradition with a refined contemporary interpretation, right in  the 

heart of Bandung city, together with Trans Studio Bandung - one of the 

biggest indoor theme parks in the world, Trans Studio Mall, ibis Bandung 

Trans Studio and Masjid Agung Trans Studio Bandung. The hotel offers 280 

well-appointed guest rooms and suites, each room are remarkably spacious, 

complete with premium amenities that are essential to both business and 

leisure travelers. All the facilities and services at The Trans Luxury Hotel 

have been designed to set the property in a class of its own. The panoramic 

restaurant and lounge on level 18 with sweeping views of the city, the open-

air sandy beach pool with sun lounges, the elegant day spa, the high tech 

fitness centre, the luxurious room amenities, all ensure the most memorable 

stay for an extraordinary escape or an impeccable run event at Bandung's 

most iconic luxury hotel. 

At Trans Luxury Hotel Bandung has decreased consumer 

satisfaction. Due to the very busy Trans Luxury Hotel Bandung stalls that 

have not maximized the services provided so that the impact on consumer 

dissatisfaction. In addition, consumer dissatisfaction also causes many 

consumer complaints to Trans Luxury Hotel Bandung. Some complaints of 

Trans Luxury Hotel Bandung include waiting for the room reservation is not 

ready. 
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Table 1.1 Complaint of Customers Trans Luxury Hotel Bandung 

2017-2019 

 

Years Total of Complaints 

2018 25 

2019 43 

Sources: Trans Luxury Hotel Bandung, 2020 

 

 
Quality of service is a unique phenomenon, because the dimensions 

and indicators can differ between the people involved in the ministry. To 

overcome the differences above what should be used as a guideline is the 

basic nature of the implementation of health services, which meets the needs 

and demands of service users. Service quality refers to the level of service 

excellence in meeting the needs and guidelines of each consumer. Whether 

or not the needs and demands of service users are met. Therefore, 

what is meant by service quality is that which shows the level of service 

perfection in causing satisfaction to every consumer. 

Base on description above writer feel interested to choose and study 

problem of Service Quality in this study entitled: “The Effect of Service 

Quality in Front Office Department toward Customer Satisfaction at 

Trans Luxury Hotel Bandung” 

 
 

1.2. Problem Limitation 

 

To avoid the happening of over discussion and due to limited time 

and resources, then the research will only cover the problem of The Effect 

of Service Quality in Front office Department toward Customer Satisfaction 

at Trans Luxury Hotel Bandung. 
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1.3. Problem Formulation 

 

Based on the background of study at Trans Luxury Hotel Bandung, 

some questions obtained concerning problems that occurred, which are: 

1. How is the Service Quality in Front Office Department at Trans 

Luxury Bandung? 

2. How is the Customer Satisfaction at Trans Luxury Hotel Bandung? 

 

3. Does Service Quality in Front Office Department have an effect 

towards Customer Satisfaction at Trans Luxury Hotel Bandung? 

 
 

1.4. Objective of the Research 

 

The object of research in this study is as follows 

 

1. To measure the Service Quality in Front Office Department at Trans 

Luxury Hotel. 

2. To measure the Customer Satisfaction at Trans Luxury Hotel. 

 

3. To know how is the effect of Service Quality in Front Office Department 

toward Customer Satisfaction at Trans Luxury Hotel Bandung. 

 
 

1.5. Benefit of the Research 

 

There are some benefits of conducting this research, there are: 

 

1. For writer 

 

This research study can enrich knowledge related to service quality  

and customer satisfaction. 
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2. For Trans Luxury Hotel Bandung 

 

This research study may provide input for the corporation that giving a 

proper service quality management is very important in increasing 

customer satisfaction. 

3. For other researchers 

 

Provide knowledge and information to readers so it can be taken as 

reference and material for further research. 
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